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Included with our comprehensive Agency License:

Flexible Licenses for your Organization:
Receive shared licenses for investigators, analysts, and other team members who review evidence. This 
plan offers significant savings and flexibility over the individual license option and includes support for 
installation and other technical issues.

Professional Training: 
Our experts offer a variety of training options with the Agency License. Customers receive 
unlimited access to our innovative, hands-on training courses that are live and online. Customers 
also receive access to on-demand training resources and discounts to the annual training 
symposium.

Peer Review:
The Agency License provides access to a dedicated, certified analyst with peer review capabilities. 
The number of peer reviews varies based on the package.

Platinum Support
Your agency will be teamed with a dedicated Support Manager to ensure your support     requests 
are prioritized. Encounter a proprietary video file that won’t play with iNPUT-ACE? Send it to our 
support team and they will immediately begin customization of a new decoder, giving you speedy 
access to your visual evidence.

Dedicated Project Manager
Our experienced Project Managers are Certified Forensic Video Analysts and Technicians who 
will work with your agency to create an effective on-boarding plan, provide support with license 
provisioning, schedule training, offer expert technical advice when requested, and more.

YOUR PARTNER IN 
VIDEO INVESTIGATIONS
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We have designed the Agency License for Departments, 
Units, or Teams looking for a complete solution to reducing 
the challenges of working with video evidence. Our Team 
has decades of investigative police leadership and forensic 
video expertise, and we would love to partner with you. 
Every Agency License is custom built to meet the unique 
needs of our partner clients.

CUSTOM 
BUILT

Multiple Licenses
You have multiple people who touch video 
evidence and want to equip everyone with 
the right tools to view and review evidence 
effectively.

Complete Solution
You need a complete solution for your video 
evidence challenges that includes software, 
training, and Platinum Support all backed up 
by certified forensic video experts.

Best Value
You want a purpose-built solution, designed 
to meet your needs, that provides higher 
value over individual licenses.

Future Proof
You need the ability to share licenses that 
can scale as your agency’s video needs 
grow.

WHY CHOOSE THE 
AGENCY LICENSE?
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40% More Productivity
When more than 80% of investigations involve video evidence, investigators can 
spend hours trying to review everything. iNPUT-ACE dramatically improves the video 
investigation process, saving officers as much as 10 hours per week.

Enhance your IT Security
Investigators often install proprietary players and codecs in an effort to play proprietary 
files, creating security risks. Blocking investigators from installing these players, 
however, limits their ability to view video evidence. iNPUT-ACE is a single, self-contained 
installation that provides a safe and secure solution that plays more video formats than 
anyone else.

Highest Quality Video Evidence
Video evidence can make or break an investigation, and improperly played or 
converted files can reduce the quality and lead to misinterpretation. iNPUT-ACE 
provides lossless video playback for optimal review. In addition, our clarification and 
stabilization tools allow you to get the most out of your video evidence.

BENEFITS OF 
iNPUT-ACE
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Testify with Confidence
iNPUT-ACE is built by a team of certified forensic video analysts who ensure that you’re 
viewing original video evidence and sharing accurate copies that are ready for court. 
Users can even bring iNPUT-ACE into the courtroom to play video full screen, zoom 
into relevant areas, and loop the content for the trier of fact while on the stand.

Don’t Miss a Thing
Manage and organize multiple sources of video into one continuous timeline, track Manage and organize multiple sources of video into one continuous timeline, track 
activity, tag all relevant events, extract all available video, and create court-ready activity, tag all relevant events, extract all available video, and create court-ready 
deliverables in standard formats. deliverables in standard formats. 

Get the Facts in Use of Force Investigations
Video is increasingly important when it comes to Use of Force investigations. However, 
simply pushing play or using improper playback software can alter the facts. iNPUT-
ACE allows you to uncover the facts, review footage from multiple sources, and stay 
ahead of media narratives that can be built around incomplete or flawed pieces of 
evidence. 



OUR CUSTOMERS              
SAY IT BEST
“I WISH WE HAD PURCHASED INPUT-ACE SOONER!”

iNPUT-ACE has worked wonders with multiple cases, including but not limited to, helping us identify subjects and 
exonerate officers. I wish we had purchased iNPUT-ACE sooner!

– Aaron Martinez, Detective, El Paso Police Department, El Paso, TX

“IT IS A MUST HAVE…”

“iNPUT-ACE is the very first tool in my toolbox. It is a must have for every police investigator who touches video 
evidence. I am amazed by its speed when processing a single clip or multiple clips of various formats at the same 
time. For court, its ability to reduce the file size without compromising image quality is astounding.”

– Detective Ed Baker, Tacoma Police Department, Retired, & Video Consultants 
Northwest, Owner, Tacoma, WA

“THIS TOOL SHOULD BE ON EVERY PROSECUTOR’S DESKTOP”

“iNPUT-ACE is the easiest, most user-friendly video player for prosecutors who need to get the most from their 
video evidence, but who don’t have time to learn new complicated technology. Marking and extracting images 
and creating subclips from proprietary video is as simple as ‘drag, drop, play, and export’. This tool should be 
on every prosecutor’s desktop.”

– Mark Porter, Forensic Video Analyst, Tarrant County District Attorney’s 
Office, Fort Worth, TX

“I CANNOT IMAGINE MY PROFESSIONAL LIFE WITHOUT THIS PRODUCT”

“Last year my department deployed iNPUT-ACE in the lab and out in the field...I have been pleasantly amazed by 
how much of a positive impact iNPUT-ACE has made – to ensure we were more efficient and effective in processing 
that footage – in spite of slowly sinking in a sea of CCTV footage! I am constantly impressed with just how fast I can 
achieve very complex procedures and produce an end product for the investigative team. – it has been an absolute 
Godsend to me.”

– Stephen Donohoe, Forensic Video Analyst, Halton Regional Police Service 
Technological Crime Unit, Halton, Canada
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ALL LICENSE OPTIONS
Lite License Full License Agency License

Drag | Drop | Play countless video file types

Convert to standard formats

Tag and extract important images and clips 
with a push of a button

Expedite video investigations

Sync timing of suspect activity across 
multiple cameras

Narrative report tool

Build repeatable workflows

Enhance for additional clarity

Produce demonstrative exhibits of suspect 
activity

Stabilize shaky video

Highlight unreliable regions in compressed 
videos

Validation tools to identify corruptions in 
video evidence

Uniquely configured for your unit or agency

Lite and Full licenses for every user (as 
needed)

Access to live and on-demand training 
content

Dedicated project manager

Platinum support

Peer review
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*Custom options designed to meet your needs
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